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Abstract

Purpose Recently we reported on day blindness in

sheep caused by a mutation in the CNGA3 gene, thus

making affected sheep a naturally occurring large

animal model for therapeutic intervention in CNGA3

achromatopsia patients. The purpose of this study was

to characterize flicker cone function in normal and day

blind sheep, with the aim of generating a normative

data base for ongoing gene therapy studies.

Methods Electoretinographic (ERG) cone responses

were evoked with full-field conditions in 10 normal, 6

heterozygous carriers and 36 day blind sheep. Fol-

lowing light adaptation (10 min, 30 cd/m2), responses

were recorded at four increasing light intensities (1,

2.5, 5 and 10 cd s/m2). At each of these intensities, a

single photopic flash response followed by 8 cone

flicker responses (10–80 Hz) was recorded. Results

were used to generate a normative data base for the

three groups. Differences between day blind and

normal control animals were tested in two age-

matched groups (n = 10 per group).

Results The normal sheep cone ERG wave is

bipartite in nature, with critical flicker fusion fre-

quency (CFF)[80 Hz. In all four flash intensities, the

single photopic flash a-wave and b-wave amplitudes

were significantly lower (p \ 0.005), and implicit

times significantly delayed (p \ 0.0001), in day blind

animals. In all four flash intensities, CFF values were

significantly lower (p \ 0.0001) in day blind sheep.

Conclusions Cone function is severely depressed in

day blind sheep. Our results will provide a normative

data base for ongoing gene therapy studies.

Keywords Critical flicker fusion frequency (CFF) �
Electroretinography (ERG) � Photopic response

Introduction

Congenital achromatopsia is a hereditary vision dis-

order with a prevalence of approximately 1:30,000 [1].

Cone photoreceptor function is primarily affected, and

in cases of complete achromatopsia, only rod vision is

present. This leads to severe impairment of visual

acuity and loss of color vision. Affected patients are

legally blind from birth and also suffer from hemer-

alopia, nystagmus and severe photophobia [1].
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Achromatopsia is recessively inherited, and in most

cases caused by mutations in the cone cell cyclic

nucleotide-gated (CNG) ion channel subunit A3 (a
subunit) [2, 3] or B3 (b subunit) [4–6]. Recently,

mutations within two additional genes, GNAT2

(which encodes the a subunit of cone transducin)

and PDE6C, were also shown to cause achromatopsia

in rare cases [7, 8]. All these genes encode crucial

components of cone-specific phototransduction. In

previous studies, mainly in North American and

European populations, the most frequent mutations

were found in the CNGB3 gene, explaining up to 50 %

of all achromatopsia cases [6]. Mutations in CNGA3

account for approximately 20 % of cases [9], though

in Israel, mutations in CNGA3 gene are by far the most

prevalent cause of disease, accounting for over 70 %

of cases [10].

In 2010, we reported on a novel, congenital day

blindness in sheep that is inherited as an autosomal

recessive disease in the Improved Awassi breed in

Israel [11]. Interestingly, we determined that the day

blindness is caused by a C ? T substitution leading to

the appearance of a stop codon at reside 236 of the

ovine CNGA3 gene [12], thus making affected sheep a

naturally occurring large animal model for human

CNGA3 achromatopsia.

The eye in general and the retina in particular are

ideal candidates for gene therapy, being readily

accessible for intervention as well as for functional

and structural assessment. In recent years, a number of

research teams have shown the efficacy and safety of

gene therapy using adeno-associated Virus vectors in

restoring or preserving retinal function in a wide

variety of retinal degenerative animal models [13, 14],

including mouse models of CNGA3 achromatopsia

[15, 16]. Moreover, as demonstrated in the case of

leber congenital amaurosis, positive results in a

naturally occurring large animal model, in that case

RPE65 mutant dogs [17–19], can serve as a basis for

clinical trials of gene therapy in human patients [20].

Therefore, we have recently started gene therapy trials

in our sheep model, with positive preliminary results

that may pave the way to gene therapy of CNGA3

achromatopsia patients [21].

The aim of the present work is to study flicker cone

function in normal and day blind sheep in order to

establish a normative data base that will be used as

reference values in our ongoing gene therapy trials in

this animal model of CNGA3 achromatopsia.

Methods

Animals

Ten (homozygous normal) control unaffected sheep,

six heterozygous carriers of the CNGA3 mutation and

36 (homozygous affected) day blind sheep were

studied (Table 1). Status of each animal was validated

by genotyping [12] and visual function was confirmed

by evaluating the menace response and by behavioral

maze testing. Fundii images of all animals were

captured using a fundus camera (Smartscope VET2,

Acrivet, Hennigsdorf, Germany), and a representative

image from each group is shown in Fig. 1. No gross

differences were noted between fundii of animals from

the three groups [22]. Additional phenotypic data,

including behavioral and histopathological findings,

were described in our previous manuscript [11] and

will be detailed in another manuscript that is currently

being prepared. Animals were maintained at the

experimental flock of the Volcani Center at Bet

Dagan, Israel. The day blind sheep originated from

the Ein Harod Improved Awassi dairy flock and were

part of an experimental group established to serve as a

naturally occurring, large animal model for studying

achromatopsia [11, 12]. Experimental protocols were

approved by the Volcani Center Animal Care and Use

Committee (authorization no. 40712IL) and were

conducted in accordance with guidelines of the

Association for Research in Vision and

Ophthalmology.

Table 1 Study animals

Group Gender Age at ERG recording

(months)

Female,

male

Mean,

SD

Median,

range

Normal controls 8, 2 30.2, 16.1 31.5, 4–52

Day blind sheep

Subgroup age-

matched to controls

6, 4 29.6, 16.4 28, 4–46

Entire group 24, 12 16.79, 15.08 9, 4–56

Carriers 6, 0 5.5, 0.55 5.5, 5–6

A total of 10 normal, 36 day blind sheep and 6 heterozygous

carriers were evaluated electroretinographically. A sub group

of 10 day blind sheep (second row), age-matched to the normal

controls, was used for statistical analysis of the effect of day

blindness on cone function
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Electroretinography (ERG)

Pupils were dilated with 0.5 % tropicamide (Mydra-

mide, Fischer Pharmaceutical Labs, Israel) and 10 %

phenylephrine hydrochloride (Efrin-10, Fischer Phar-

maceutical Labs, Israel) solutions at least 20 min

before recording. Animals were premedicated with an

intramuscular injection of acepromazine (0.1 mg/kg;

10 mg/ml compounded preparation, Vetmarket Phar-

macy, Israel) and pethidine (3 mg/kg; Dolestine, Teva

Pharmaceutical Industries, Israel). Anesthesia was

induced with an intravenous injection of propofol

(4 mg/kg; Propofol-lipuro, B. Braun Medical Sup-

plies, Philippines) and diazepam (0.15 mg/kg; Assival,

Teva Pharmaceutical Industries, Israel). Animals were

intubated and anesthesia was maintained with 3 %

isoflurane (Forane, Abbott Laboratories, England) in

100 % oxygen (5–6 l/min). During anesthesia, animals

were ventilated (2 % isoflurane and 1.5–2 l/min oxy-

gen), hydrated with intravenous 0.9 % saline infusion

and constantly monitored by a veterinary surgeon.

Animals were positioned in lateral recumbency,

eyelids were retracted with Barraquer eyelid retractor

and globes were center positioned using 1–2 subcon-

junctival stay sutures. To improve conduction, the

recorded eyes were kept moist with a drop of 1.4 %

hydroxymethylcellulose (Celluspan, Fischer Pharma-

ceutical Labs, Tel-Aviv, Israel). Signals were recorded

using a Jet contact lens electrode (ERG-Jet, Fabrinal

SA, La Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland). Subcutaneous

needles (CareFusion, Wisconsin) served as reference

and ground electrodes, and were placed at the

ipsilateral lateral canthus and the pinna of the ear,

respectively (Fig. 2). Both eyes were recorded in

random order. After recording the first eye, the entire

protocol, including light adaptation, was repeated in

the second eye. The complete procedure lasted

approximately 38 min, including 10 min of light

adaptation and 9 min of recording time per eye.

Impedance was kept under 5 KX.

All recordings were conducted using a Handheld

Multi-species Electroretinography system (HMsERG,

A

C

B

T

nT OD

va
sW

Fig. 1 Representative fundus images of the left eyes in a normal (a), carrier (b) and day blind (c) sheep. OD optic disk, T tapetum, nT

nontapetum, v retinal vein, a retinal artery, sW stars of Winslow (the black dots seen throughout the tapetal area)
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Ocuscience, Nevada) with a bandpass of 0.3–300 Hz.

Background adaptation light and stimuli were deliv-

ered using a handheld mini Ganzfeld (Fig. 2). Cone

function was evaluated using a custom-written proto-

col. Following 10 min of light adaptation (30 cd/m2),

responses to 4 increasing light intensities (1, 2.5, 5 and

10 cd s/m2) were recorded. At each of the four light

intensities, 32 flashes, presented at 1 Hz, were aver-

aged to generate the single photopic flash response;

this was followed by 8 cone flicker responses (flashes

presented at 10–80 Hz, with 128 responses averaged

at each frequency) (Fig. 3). Recordings were con-

ducted in a fluorescent-lit, indoor experimental facility

at the Volcani Center with an ambient light intensity of

0.06 cd/m2 (LI-189 photometer, LI-COR, Lincoln,

USA).

Data analysis

A- and b-wave amplitudes of single photopic flash

response were measured from baseline to the first

trough, and from that trough to the next positive peak,

respectively. The kinetics of the responses were

measured in terms of implicit times (IT), which is

the corresponding time interval between the stimulus

onset to the trough or to the positive peak. Amplitudes

of the flicker response were measured in the same

manner. The critical flicker fusion frequency (CFF), or

Fig. 2 A sheep prepared for an ERG recording using an

HMsERG mini Ganzfeld. Subcutaneous needles were placed at

the lateral canthus and the pinna of the ear and served as

reference and ground electrodes, respectively. Distance between

cornea and mini Ganzfeld was approximately 2 cm

Fig. 3 Photopic ERG recording protocol. Following 10 min of

light adaptation (30 cd/m2), responses were recorded at four

increasing intensities (1, 2.5, 5 and 10 cd s/m2). At each of the

four light intensities, 32 flashes, presented at 1 Hz, were

averaged to generate the single photopic flash response (Flash);

this was followed by eight cone flicker responses (flashes

presented at 10–80 Hz, with 128 responses averaged at each

frequency). After recording the first eye, the entire protocol,

including light adaptation, was repeated in the second eye. The

recording time, including light adaptation, was approximately

19 min per eye
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the highest frequency at any light intensity that an

animal can resolve flicker, was determined for each

intensity [23]. A- and b-wave amplitudes of left and

right eye responses to all four intensities were

compared using either the Wilcoxon signed rank test

(for the normal and carrier groups) or the paired

Student t test (for the day blind group). As no

significant differences (p [ 0.05) were found between

eyes in any test, except for the b-wave amplitude at

1 cd s/m2 of control group, responses of the left and

right eyes were averaged for each sheep [24]. This data

were used to generate a normative data base for day

blind (n = 36), carrier (n = 6) and normal control

(n = 10) groups (Table 1).

To test for differences in cone function between

day blind and normal control sheep, we selected a

subgroup of 10 day blind sheep that were age-

matched to the ten normal control animals

(Table 1). Responses of the left and right eyes were

averaged for each sheep [24]. Log-transformed and

crude data of the photopic single flash ERG

response parameters were subjected to analysis of

variance (ANOVA) using the General Linear Model

procedure of the Jump In� computer package (SAS

Inst. Inc., Cary, NC). The statistical model included

the effects of study group (day blind vs. control),

age (young \ 1 year vs. mature [ 1 year) and gen-

der. Repeated measures ANOVA model was applied

to assess the difference between control (n = 10)

and age-matched day blind sheep (n = 10) for all

flicker response amplitudes at the highest intensity

of 10 cd s/m2. The Mann–Whitney nonparametric

test was used to test for differences between the ten

(homozygous normal) control sheep and the six

heterozygous carriers. The effects of age (in months)

and gender on the response parameters within each

of the three groups were analyzed using ANOVA.

Results with a p value \0.05 were considered

statistically significant.

Results

Day blind versus normal sheep

Photopic single flash ERG

Representative single flash photopic signals of a day

blind and a control animal in response to the highest

intensity level (10 cd s/m2) are shown in Fig. 4. The

b-wave contour is bipartite in nature.

Mean ± SE photopic single flash parameters of the

entire (n = 36) day blind study group is presented in

Table 2. Mean ± SE parameters of the control

(n = 10) and carrier (n = 6) sheep are presented in

Fig. 5, alongside results of a subgroup of 10 select day

blind sheep, age-matched to the control group, that

were used for statistical comparison as described in

‘‘Methods’’. Statistical analysis demonstrated signif-

icant differences between normal control and age-

matched day blind sheep in all photopic single flash

parameters that were evaluated (n = 10 in each

group). At all four intensities, a- and b-wave ampli-

tudes of day blind sheep were significantly lower than

those of control animals (p \ 0.005), and a- and

b-wave IT were significantly delayed (p \ 0.0001) in

day blind animals (Fig. 5). Effects of age and gender

were not significant.

Photopic flicker response

Representative flicker tracings at eight frequencies

(10–80 Hz), using the highest flash intensity (10 cd s/

m2), are shown in Fig. 6. Mean ± SE CFF of the

entire (n = 36) day blind study group is presented in

Table 2. Mean ± SE CFF of the control (n = 10) and

carrier (n = 6) sheep are presented in Fig. 7, along-

side results of a subgroup of 10 select day blind sheep,

age-matched to the control group, that were used for

statistical comparison as described in ‘‘Methods’’. At

all four intensities, the CFF values were significantly

lower in day blind sheep in all light intensities

50µV
20ms

Fig. 4 Representative photopic, single flash tracings of a

normal (black), carrier (dashed) and a day blind (gray) sheep

in response to the highest flash intensity (10 cd s/m2). Back-

ground noise is presented in light gray and flash onset indicated

by the arrow
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(p \ 0.0001, Fig. 7a). Furthermore, at all four inten-

sities, flicker responses of normal animals were still

detectable at 80 Hz, implying that CFF of normal

sheep is higher than 80 Hz.

Flicker mean ± SE amplitude responses as a

function of the stimulus frequency (at 10 cd s/m2)

are shown in Fig. 7b. Flicker responses of control

sheep were significantly higher than those of day blind

seep at all eight frequencies (p \ 0.001).

Effect of age and gender

A significant, age-dependent decline of the photopic

single flash a-wave amplitude was seen at the three

highest intensities (p B 0.05) of the day blind group

(n = 36). At the two intermediate intensities, a-wave

amplitude was significantly higher in females

(p B 0.05). None of the other photopic single flash

or flicker response parameters of day blind sheep were

affected by age or gender.

Effect of carrier status

A Mann–Whitney nonparametric test was used to test

for potential differences between the six heterozygous

carriers and ten normal controls (Table 1). No signif-

icant differences were found between the groups in 17

of the 20 parameters evaluated (data not shown). In the

Table 2 Mean ± SE

photopic single flash

amplitude (uV) and implicit

time (msec) and CFF values

of the entire (n = 36) day

blind study group

A-wave B-wave CFF

Amplitude Implicit time Amplitude Implicit time

1 cd s/m2 4.12 ± 0.38 17.41 ± 0.46 37.33 ± 2.53 40.41 ± 0.6 39.07 ± 1.65

2.5 cd s/m2 7.28 ± 0.48 18.11 ± 0.25 64.63 ± 5.21 38.17 ± 0.48 34.4 ± 1.35

5 cd s/m2 11.46 ± 0.8 17.8 ± 0.25 76.79 ± 6.51 36.2 ± 0.47 32 ± 1.06

10 cd s/m2 17.59 ± 1.16 18.24 ± 0.22 80.55 ± 7.05 35.72 ± 0.43 29.46 ± 1.7

A-wave amplitudes

0

20

40

60

80

100

1 2.5 5 10

Control Carriers Affected

B-wave implicit times

0

20

40

1 2.5 5 10

Control Carriers Affected

B-wave amplitudes

0

100

200

300

400

500

1 2.5 5 10

Control Carriers Affected

A-wave implicit times

0

5

10

15

20

1 2.5 5 10

Control Carriers Affected

A B

C D

* * * *

****

* * * *

****

Fig. 5 Mean ± SE a- and b-wave amplitudes (a, b) and

implicit times (c, d) of the single flash photopic responses in

10 control (black), 6 carriers (striped) and age-matched day

blind sheep (gray). Significant differences between control and

day blind were found in all single flash ERG parameters (n = 10

in each group, p \ 0.0005) and are denoted by asterisk
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three parameters where statistical differences were

found (a-wave amplitude at 5 cd s/m2 and b-wave

amplitudes at 5 and 10 cd s/m2), carriers in fact had

significantly higher amplitudes than normal controls,

indicating that their function was not impaired by their

heterozygous genotype.

Discussion

In this study, we describe cone function in the

ovine CNGA3 achromatopsia model and compare it

with control sheep. In our first report of the disease

[11] we studied photopic responses of only six day

blind and six control animals to just one stimulus

intensity, and flicker responses to just one fre-

quency were recorded. That preliminary study

aimed to demonstrate cone dysfunction in affected

animals, but did not constitute an exhaustive

investigation of cone function in normal and day

blind sheep. In the current study, we performed a

comprehensive test of cone function using four

light intensities, and a range of flicker frequencies,

in a large sample of 36 affected sheep, six carriers

0 50 100

D

0 50

H

0 50 100 150

C

0 50

G

0 50 100 150 200

B

0 50

F

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

A

100µV

0 50

E

100µV

100µV

100µV 100µV

100µV

100µV

100µV

Fig. 6 Representative cone flicker (10–80 Hz, a–h) tracings of

a control (black), carrier (dashed) and day blind (gray) sheep at

the highest intensity (10 cd s/m2). Background noise recording

is presented in light gray and flash onset indicated by arrows.

Note that the x-axis scale differs in each panel. In the day blind

sheep, CFF (the highest flicker frequency at which flicker

responses are still detectable) is 20 Hz (b), while the CFF of the

control sheep is obviously above 80 Hz, as flicker responses are

still detectable at this frequency (Fig. 6h)
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and 10 control sheep. Our objective was to

establish a normative data base of flicker responses

in day blind and normal sheep that will be used as

reference values of experimental and control ani-

mals in our ongoing CNGA3 gene therapy study.

Additional phenotypic data, including behavioral

tests and histopathology, will be presented in a

future manuscript.

There are several reports of ERG recordings in

achromatopsia patients. In a recently published study,

most of the CNGA3 mutated patients had nonrecord-

able photopic and 30 Hz flicker responses. Photopic

ERG responses of CNGB3 patients were more vari-

able and ranged from nonrecordable to barely detect-

able responses [25]. Fahim et al. suggest that this

difference demonstrates that the beta subunit loss is

better tolerated than the alpha subunit loss [25]. A

difference in the role of the two subunits was also

proposed by other investigators of achromatopsia

patients [9, 26] and of CNGB3-/-, CNG3-/- and

CNGA3-/- mouse models [27–29]. Genead et al. [30]

report that single flash, light-adapted responses of

achromatopsia patients were nondetectable in 17 % of

subjects, whereas 83 % of subjects had showed

markedly reduced b-wave responses, with an average

amplitude of 34.9 lV (lower normal limit was

132.8 lV). All patients had nondetectable 32-Hz

flicker responses. However, no differences in function

were noted between CNGB3 and CNGA3 patients

[30]. Significant attenuation, or absence, of photopic

ERG responses in achromatopsia patients were also

shown in other studies [31, 32].

There have been several previous studies of cone

function in sheep [33–36]. However, in most of these

studies, critical parameters such as duration of light

adaptation or stimulus intensity are not reported thus

precluding comparison to our results. Nevertheless,

the b-wave bipartite nature that we noted (Fig. 4) was

also described by Smith et al. [35] and demonstrated

by Graydon et al. [34], though we cannot discount the

possibility that this may have been a spike artifact

induced by the use of a 1 Hz stimulus. In addition,

Smith et al. [34] also noted the very high CFF values of

the sheep photopic ERG. They were still able to

distinguish flicker responses at a maximal stimulus

frequency of 60 fps (i.e., 120 Hz), while we were able

to discern flicker responses at 80 Hz (Figs. 6, 7).

While neither we nor Smith et al. [34] were able to

determine the actual CFF value in sheep, it seems to be

much higher than that of humans or rodents [37].

Similar to what has been reported in achromatopsia

patients [25, 30–32], our results demonstrate signifi-

cantly reduced photopic single flash a- and b-wave

amplitudes, and increased implicit times, at several

light intensities (Figs. 4, 5). The nondetectable

responses to 30 or 32 Hz flicker stimuli that were

described in human patients [25, 30] were also

observed in our study, as the CFF values of day blind

sheep are 30–40 Hz (depending on intensity, Fig. 7a).

The implication of this is that even though normal

sheep have extremely high CFF values, day blind

sheep have CFF values remarkably similar to those of

human achromatopsia patients. In addition, we found

that a-wave amplitudes of the photopic single flash

0

100

200

300

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

CFF

0

20

40

60

80

1 2.5 5 10

Control Carriers Affected

***
*

A B

Fig. 7 Flicker responses in 10 control (black), 6 carriers

(striped) and 10 age-matched day blind sheep (gray).

a. Mean ± SE CFF values. In all four intensities, flicker

responses of normal sheep were still detectable at 80 Hz

(implying that in normal sheep CFF [ 80 Hz), and CFF values

were significantly higher than in day blind sheep (p \ 0.0001),

as denoted by asterisk. b. Mean ± SE amplitude of the flicker

responses of day blind (gray), carriers (dashed) and normal

(black) sheep as a function of the stimulating frequency.

Responses to the 10 cd s/m2 flicker are plotted. Flicker

responses of control sheep were significantly higher than those

of day blind sheep at all eight frequencies (p \ 0.001)
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response decline with age at intensities C2.5 cd s/m2.

This finding may indicate progression of the disease

with age and warrants further investigation.

Although Khan et al. [32] showed that rod

responses are impaired in some CNGB3 achromatop-

sia patients, most ERG studies in achromatopsia

patients demonstrate normal, or only slightly reduced,

rod responses [30, 31]. Similarly, in our preliminary

study, we did not find differences in scotopic

responses of affected and control sheep [11]. Since

extended dark adaptation of sheep is not as simple as in

commonly used laboratory animals and would likely

require lengthy anesthesia, we decided to perform only

photopic recordings, an approach that has also been

used in the most recent ERG study of achromatopsia

patients [25].

This study reinforces the reliability of the CNGA3

mutated sheep as a suitable model for human achro-

matopsia and provides a strong foundation for future

studies using this model in gene therapy studies.
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